45W USB Type C Charger with Power Delivery

Part number USB-C-45W-UK-BLACK

Features:

• 5 stage Power Delivery (PD feature) for super fast charge
• Output 5V / 9V / 12V @ 3A & 15V / 20V @ 2.25A
• Energy efficient to Level VI
• Wide range 100-240vac 50/60Hz input for world use
• Integrated Type C cable

This PowerPax USB Type C charger with power delivery offers super fast, safety approved and highly efficient charging of your products. Compatible with all devices with a Type C port requiring up to 45 watts, this charger is suitable for use with a massive range of laptops, smartphones and tablets. The integral intelligent chip auto-detects the voltage needed by the connected device to charge at the optimal level and maximum speed.

This unit is also available in White as part number Part number USB-C-45W-UK